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Networking

It’s all aboutmovinginformation fromone point 
toanother



Four fundamental problems of
networking

1
Encoding: How do we convert the  

information into a form that allows 
us to  move it

2
Transportation: How do we move 

the  information from one point to 
another.

3
Reliability: How do we ensure 

that  information gets 
delivered

4
Decoding: How do convert the 

information  back into its original 
form



The Cup Phone

1. Encoding: AmplitudeModulation  
(Cup:MIC)

2. Transportation:TheStringmoving.
3. Reliability: None
4. Decoding: AmplitudeModulation  

(CupSpeaker)

TheCupphoneis formofHalfDuplex
Communication





The Telegraph



TelegraphMachine

Try right clicking on a photo and  
using "Replace Image to show  
your own photo.

Is a Telegraph Full Duplex,  Half Duplex, 
Simplex. 



Key
Concepts



Could we network two computers using
Morse-Code

https://www.ictlounge.com/html/analogue_an
d_digital_data.htm

https://www.ictlounge.com/html/analogue_and_digital_data.htm


Python implementation of Telegraph

morse={'.----','..---','...--','....-','.....','-....','--...','---..','----.','-----','.-','-...','-.-

.','-..','.','..-.','--.','....','..','.---','-.-','.-..','--','-.','---','.--.','--.-','.-.','...','-

','..-','...-','.--','-..-','-.--','--..','/'};

NumberOrLetter={'1','2','3','4','5','6','7','8','9','0','A','B','C','D','E','F','G','H','I','J','K','L'

,'M','N','O','P','Q','R','S','T','U','V','W','X','Y','Z',' '};



EARLY EMAIL



Frequency Modulation (AM) & Amplitude 
Modulation  (FM) 



Software defined radio basic architecture part 1

ADC

Analog to digital Converter

{1, -1} 2 Hz

{0, 1, 0, -1} 4Hz

sample

0.5s

How many samples do need?



Nyquist Frequency 

• You need to be able to sample at twice, the frequency

http://www.rctn.org/bruno/npb261/aliasing.pdf

1Hz signal

1 cycle takes 1 
second 

http://www.rctn.org/bruno/npb261/aliasing.pdf


Nyquist Frequency 

• You need to be able to sample at twice, the frequency

http://www.rctn.org/bruno/npb261/aliasing.pdf

1Hz signal

Sampled at 2 Hz

http://www.rctn.org/bruno/npb261/aliasing.pdf


Nyquist Frequency 

• You need to be able to sample at twice, the frequency

http://www.rctn.org/bruno/npb261/aliasing.pdf

1Hz signal

Sampled at 
1.5Hz

Missed peak

http://www.rctn.org/bruno/npb261/aliasing.pdf


A Closer look 
@ the ADC

Sample and Hold

Image Source

7

0

Notice limited by the clock speed what do 
mean for the Nyquist frequency

Example of 
quantization Error

https://sites.google.com/a/pvlearners.net/coursera-assignments/home/peer-assessment-lesson-2


So if can’t run the clock at 2x the frequency what 
do we do? 
• Find some way to make the frequency 

slower/smaller. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frequency_mixer
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Consider the 
example of radio 
station a 550 AM
!" =	550kHz

Your ADC runs at 
200ksps (kilo samples 
per second) 

How fast does you 
local oscillator have 
to run?

!# = ?

Remember you need to 
sample at 2 twice the 
frequency so we need most 
100kHz
!# = 550 – 100 = 450  

ring modulator,

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frequency_mixer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ring_modulator


Let’s put it all together

Bandpass 
Filter

Bandpass 
FilterX

~

Local Oscillator

Antenna



Let’s look at demo of this in GNU 
radio
The GNU radio models are available on the course website. 







In the same way that capture signal we can also 
generate theme

Image Source

Digital to 
analog 
converter

https://sites.google.com/a/pvlearners.net/coursera-assignments/home/peer-assessment-lesson-2


Could we use or SDR Design to receive FM signals
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ring modulator,

What happens if we set our 
local oscillator to center 
frequency 91.1kHz?

91.1 – 90.9  = 0.2 

91.1 – 91.3  = 0.2
91.1 kHz 91.3 kHz90.9 kHz

0.2

0.1

0.3
0.4

0.5

0.9

0.8

0.7

0.6

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ring_modulator


GNU radio Demo of frequencies  
You can download the models from the course website





Input  
1050Hz

Input 950Hz

The resulting 
frequencies are we can’t 
tell what the original 
frequency was



How do we disambiguate the 
signals?



Maybe disambiguate  the frequencies by taking 
multiple measurements

X

~

Local Oscillator

Antenna

X

I

Q

90# Difference 
in Phase



GNU radio Demo
You can download the models from the course website





Input 976Hz

Input  
1026Hz

Notice the difference in the phase 
of to input even though they are 
the same frequency


